
Bitcoiin B2G Announces Early Results

Bitcoiin B2G is excited to announce global acceptance
of its entrance into the world cryptocurrency market. In
active trading, Bitcoiin B2G is currently trading at $32.34
per unit.

With the current value appreciation
curve, it appears Bitcoiin B2G is well on
its way to assuming its place among the
world’s major cryptocurrencies.

HONG KONG, CHINA, April 12, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Bitcoiin B2G
(www.bitcoiin.com) is excited to
announce global acceptance of its
entrance into the world cryptocurrency
market. In active trading, Bitcoiin B2G is
currently trading at $32.34 per unit.

While Bitcoiin B2G was designed as a
unit of exchange, the current
appreciation in value—which gives every
current sign of continuing— helps
holders of B2G, and also helps those
merchants and service-providers who
accept Bitcoiin B2G as a unit of
exchange.

With B2G Wallet
(https://wallet.bitcoiin.com/), and Thorex.net (https://www.thorex.net/), the Bitcoiin ecosystem offers a
comprehensive solution, including purchasing B2G tokens, storage wallets, and a fresh new trading
platform built to accommodate instant transfers from Bitcoiin B2G to other cryptocoins and global fiat
currencies.

Interoperability, Flexibility, Speed: Bitcoiin B2G was conceived and designed to offer a seamless web
of cryptocoin sales, wallet storage, and trading. The current iteration of the Bitcoiin B2G ecosystem
provides those three, all now in fully-functioning nodes.

With the current value appreciation curve, it appears Bitcoiin B2G is well on its way to assuming its
place among the world’s major, established cryptocurrencies. Only the market will determine value,
but Bitcoiin B2G’s organizers envision an expanding universe of functionality, including enhanced
bank relationships, card provider services, and an expanding list of merchants and service-providers
accepting B2G.

Recent trade execution results indicate the original predications of real-time transaction processing in
the 10-15 second range are proving very realistic. This capability of the Ethereum-based blockchain
technology upon which Bitcoiin B2G was built, sets B2G apart from first-generation currencies like the
original bitcoin.

Anonymity, Borderless Operation, Security: Based on solid, secure transparent technology, Bitcoiin
B2G’s robust mining operation, facilitated through Dragon Mining Technology workstation arrays, B2G
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continues its operations on a 24/7 basis. Holders enjoy anonymity and cross-border transaction
capability. These elements of the B2G system provide the solid benefits of anonymity, global reach
and security.

A Unique Opportunity:  Cryptocurrency enthusiasts, depositors and adventurers find opportunity in
buying, selling and trade Bitcoiin B2G cryptocoins on B2G Wallet. With this roll-out, the B2G
ecosystem assumes its place in cryptocurrency’s second generation. Catch the wave.

To sign up, purchase Bitcoiin B2G, convert tokens to Bitcoiin B2G, wallet-store and trade, see:
www.bitcoiin.com.
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